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1.In addition to regulatory requirements and business practices, what important factors must a global
privacy strategy consider?
A. Monetary exchange
B. Geographic features
C. Political history
D. Cultural norms
Answer: B
2.How are individual program needs and specific organizational goals identified in privacy framework
development?
A. By employing metrics to align privacy protection with objectives
B. Through conversations with the privacy team
C. By employing an industry-standard needs analysis
D. Through creation of the business case
Answer: A
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.nist.gov/system/files/documents/2020/01/16/NIST%20Privacy%20Framework_V1.0.pdf
3.In privacy protection, what is a “covered entity”?
A. Personal data collected by a privacy organization
B. An organization subject to the privacy provisions of HIPAA
C. A privacy office or team fully responsible for protecting personal information
D. Hidden gaps in privacy protection that may go unnoticed without expert analysis
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:
https://www.healthit.gov/sites/default/files/pdf/privacy/onc_privacy_and_security_chapter4_v1_022112.pd
f
4.Which of the following is an example of Privacy by Design (PbD)?
A. A company hires a professional to structure a privacy program that anticipates the increasing demands
of new laws.
B. The human resources group develops a training program from employees to become certified in
privacy policy.
C. A labor union insists that the details of employers’ data protection methods be documented in a new
contract.
D. The information technology group uses privacy considerations to inform the development of new
networking software.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Reference: https://www.privacypolicies.com/blog/privacy-by-design/
5.What is the key factor that lays the foundation for all other elements of a privacy program?
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A. The applicable privacy regulations
B. The structure of a privacy team
C. A privacy mission statement
D. A responsible internal stakeholder
Answer: A
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